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Issue: Drug Use - permission not prohibition is putting young lives at risk. 
 [“Acceptability, availability and accessibility - all increase consumption.” Dalgarno Institute.] 

It’s abundantly clear the era of ‘common sense’ has long passed, and with it, best practice! The new logic; the new ‘sense’, 
weaponized by pro-drug propaganda and manipulative faux compassion pleas, attempt to create a diatribe aimed at the 
clear majority of caring Australians contending for best practice abstinence from illicit drugs. 

Let’s be clear – what we have now, here in Australia (arguably one of the highest drug using nations – per capita in the 
world), we have well educated and fully self-aware, (and product aware) young adults determining any drug use risk is 
manageable. Why? These apparently intelligent, sophisticated ‘buzz’ seeking and cashed up adult party goers, willingly and 
deliberately seek out illicit drugs, purchase them with disposable income, not because of the tyranny of addiction, but to 
‘enhance the party experience’. They then take these substances to public events and consume these psychotropic toxins. Of 
course, they are fully aware of the mantra they have been taught, as early as secondary school, that if something happens all 
you should do is call the ambulance. Not only will these remarkable and brave tax-payer funded public servants attend to 
your self-inflicted illegally induced harm, but will ferry you, at cost to the public purse, to an already overcrowded and 
strained public health facility. There they will be treated by caring professionals, who have more regard for their well-being 
than the hapless drug user does. (Any scrutiny of this unaccountable process is viewed as ‘wanting people to die’!) Once they 
are discharged from the hospital, there (for the most part) is no cost to them, and complete impunity from the law. Little, if 
no legal action or facilitated diversion is taken and the illicit drug user goes on their way until next time. This narrative is the 
outcome of a ‘normalisation’ of drug use strategy that has been in play for three decades, which now with the permissive 
culture, generates the self-fulfilling prophecy of harm we are seeing. 

Whilst no one wants to see injury, let alone death from these reckless behaviours, and mechanisms to ‘save lives’ are already 
well in play, this utter carelessness for wellbeing of self and others cannot be rewarded or endorsed. 

There is little or absolutely no accountability for this costly, dangerous, self-indulgent and illegal conduct. And the cry from 
the pro-drug lobby is not to call for best practice demand reduction, prevention and/or recovery/exit from this 
activity/behaviour – No, it’s to declare ‘inevitability’ of behaviour and then, the careless equipping, enabling or empowering 
of mechanisms to assist the educated self-harmer to continue to use!  

It is this permission, NOT prohibition that is continuing to put young lives (and more of them) at risk. The no-longer tacit, 
but now abundantly clear message in the cultural market place, is that ‘you can take drugs anytime and anywhere and 
nothing will be done, other than assistance for you if things go pear shaped!’ 

It’s this message, and not demand and supply reduction vehicles which is empowering ongoing drug use. 

It’s time to change the narrative around this ever-permissive drug culture – if not for the sake of people’s lives, then for 

the emerging generation who are watching this model set them up for engagement, not avoidance of illegal drug use. 

S Varcoe – Dalgarno Institute.                    

Scoring the Pill Test: http://nobrainer.org.au/images/nb-resources/drug-info-sheets/ScoringPillTestingFinal.pdf 

Drug Policy: Changing the Narrative https://dalgarnoinstitute.org.au/images/resources/pdf/aod/aod-ploicy-

documents/DrugPolicy-ChangingNarrativeSeptr2016.pdf  
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